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Abstract- In recent era, research and development activities in the field of renewable energy, especially wind and solar, have 

been considerably increased, due to the worldwide energy crisis and high global emission. The horizontal axis wind turbine 

cannot be used for household purpose. So, Savonius vertical axis wind turbine can be better option as it operate in low wind 

condition also. The choice for this model is to showcase its efficiency in varying wind conditions as compared to the 

traditional horizontal axis wind turbine and contribute to its steady growing popularity for the purpose of mass utilization in 

the near future as a reliable source of power generation.  

The aim of this study is to investigate the possibility of improving wind energy capture, under low wind speed conditions 

using various blade configurations. For the overall performance, the results show that the output power produced by the wind 

turbine has great potential to be used in the slow wind region in the range of 5 to 10 km/hrs. 

Analyzing previous research allowed us to determine that the vertical axis wind turbine had higher potential to 

generate more energy than a horizontal axis wind turbine and also it can be rotated in slow wind speed, the researcher’s paper 

are as follows in that they are studied on the various geometry parameters of VAWT and the design and conurbation of the 

windmill. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea of this turbine was proposed by Sigurd Johannes 

Savonius in 1922 .but for many years it was not widely 

applied. However, recently its popularity has steadily 

grown. This results from the increasing significance of 

urbanized areas, which have specific demands. The 

Savonius rotor seems to satisfy these particular 

expectations. The Savonius rotor is widely considered to 

be a drag driven device. This indicates that the wind drag, 

acting on its blades, is the only driving force. However, it 

has been observed that at low angles of attack the lift 

force also contributes to the overall torque generation. 

Thus, it can be concluded that the Savonius rotor is not a 

solely drag driven machine but a combination of a drag-

driven and lift-driven device. Such device have relatively 

high starting torques compared to lift device because of 

their higher solidity, but have relatively low tip-to-wind 

speeds and lower power outputs per given rotor size, 

weight and cost. The main virtue savonius vertical axis 

wind turbine is that it tends to rotate within a small range 

of velocity under all condition, so its rotational speed is 

closely proportional to wind speed. The savonius rotor 

works on a principle similar to that of the cup anemometer 

but is adopted to produced shaft power. They will react to 

wind from any direction therefore not need yawing 

equipment to turn the rotor into the wind. This type of 

turbine has become popular since it requires relatively low 

velocity wind for power generation. 

1.1 Piyush Gulve  
    Analyzed the design and construction of VAWT. His      

paper indicates that VAWT is more efficient than HAWT 

because it requires compact space for producing same 

amount of electricity and less noise. The result of the 

paper indicates that the efficiency of wind turbine may 

reduce due to manufacturing error and frictional losses. It 

will be rectified by précising the design of blade more 

aerodynamically [4] 

Wind power devices are used to produce 

electricity, and commonly termed wind turbines. The 

orientation of the shaft and rotational axis determines the 

classification of the wind turbines. A turbine with a shaft 

mounted horizontally parallel to the ground is known as a 

horizontal axis wind turbine or (HAWT). A vertical axis 

wind turbine (VAWT) has its shaft normal to the ground. 

The two configurations have instantly distinguishable 

rotor designs, each with its own favorable characteristics. 

Vertical-axis wind turbines (VAWT) can be divided into 

two major groups: those that use aerodynamic drag to 

extract power from the wind and those that use lift. The 

advantages of the VAWTs are that they can accept the 

wind from any direction. This simplifies their design and 

eliminates the problem imposed by gyroscopic forces on 

the rotor of a convectional machine as the turbine tracks 

the wind. The vertical axis of rotation also permits 

mounting the generator and drive train at ground level. 

The disadvantages of this type of rotors is that it is quite 

difficult to control power output by pitching the rotor 

blades, they are not self – starting and they have low tip-

speed ratio. Horizontal – axis wind turbines (HAWT) are 

convectional wind turbines and unlikely the VAWT are 

not unidirectional. As the wind changes direction, 

HAWTs must change direction with it. They must have 

some means for orienting the rotor with respect to the 

wind.[4]  

1.2 Dr. Hussein Zein  
Analyzed the design and fabrication of vertical 

axis economical wind mill. His paper indicates that 

vertical axis windmill is one of the most important types 

of windmill. Performance characteristics such as power 

output versus wind speed or versus angular velocity must 

be optimized in order to complete with other energy 

sources which make process economically and eco-

friendly. The power generation is easy and it is used for 
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various applications such as, street light, domestic 

purpose, agriculture and etc. [5] 

A way to meet the electricity demand without 

burning oil products using some alternative source must 

be found. This alternative source must have the potential 

to meet most of the demand in a short time, and in the 

same time, it must be economically feasible such as the 

wind turbines. Wind turbines can be categorized by the 

orientation of their axis of rotation into two groups: 

horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs) and vertical axis 

wind turbines (VAWTs). By using a shaft to transfer the 

torque, VAWTs can have the generator and other key 

parts located at ground level which enables designing 

them focusing on performance and economy rather than 

size and weight. Furthermore, maintenance and 

modifications are made easier with these parts placed on 

the easily accessible tower base. VAWTs are 

unidirectional which allows for a design with essentially 

only one moving part, which is made up of the rotor, shaft 

and generator rotor which are all joined. Also, the concept 

has shown potential for lower noise emissions. 

Furthermore, in it has been shown that the concept is more 

suitable for up-scaling than the HAWT concept. However, 

torque ripple on the shaft and bending moments on the 

blades due to the constantly changing angle of attack are 

issues that are only addressed for VAWTs, making 

dimensioning for fatigue more complex. [5] 

The recorded high rotational speeds (500 - 600 

r.p.m) proved that the turbine is able to withstand high 

speeds without failing. A significant decrease in rpm was 

noticed after coupling the turbine with the generator. The 

turbine and generator were assembled together using a 

belt and two pulleys to find the produced power. Figure 

displays the miniature Savonius vertical axis wind turbine 

and the generator assembly. [5] 

1.3 Mithun Raj  
Proposed model of helical vertical axis wind mill 

will be a good source of renewable energy on highways. 

The wind energy generated by the  

moving vehicles on highways can be utilized to generate 

electrical energy which can be stored in a battery and used 

for purposes like street lighting, traffic signals, road studs 

etc. This design concept is meant to be sustainable and 

environmentally friendly. If these types of turbines can be 

installed on long high speed express highways like golden 

quadrilateral, a considerable amount of electrical energy 

can be generated, which can solve the issue of energy 

crisis to a large extend[7] 

1.4Dillon Shoikat analysed the design and development 

of VAWT his paper explains that vertical windmill is 

Suitable for domestic application at low cost. The 

generation of electricity is affected by the geometry and 

orientation of the blade in the wind turbine. The 

experimental result indicates that the blade plays critical 

role in the performance and energy production of turbine. 

And the optimised blade parameter and its specification 

can improve the generation of electricity [8] 

1.5 S. Jagadish Venkata Sai  

This paper presents the design and analysis of vertical 

axis savonius wind turbine to generate electrical energy 

from wind energy. The savonius rotor was designed with 

the rotor diameter of 2 m and the rotor height of 4 m. The 

3d model of savonius rotor blade was made by utilizing 

solidworks software. Computational fluid dynamics 

(cfd)analysis and structural finite element analysis are 

presented in this paper. Cfd analysis was done to obtain 

the pressure difference between concave and convex 

surface of the rotor blade and structural fea was done to 

obtain the structural response of blade. The improvements 

of renewable energy particularly wind energy become 

widely since 1973 because of the oil crisis issues. At 

present, almost ninety percent of the world’s energy 

originated from the burning of fossil fuels, i.e. coal, 

normal gas, petroleum oils, etc. Almost every people use 

fossil fuels to meet all their energy needs, for example, 

fuelling vehicles, producing electricity for house hold 

purpose and running industries. The population 

development will make the need of energy sources gets to 

be higher and also the cost of fossil fuels. Wind turbine is 

a device is used to convert wind energy to generate 

electrical power. Wind turbines are classified into two 

categories, horizontal axis wind turbine and vertical axis 

wind turbine. Savonius wind turbine is simple in 

construction and it is operated on drag concept. It has 

good starting torque. Savonius rotor is ‘S’ in shape. 

1.6 Deviprasad N Mirashi 

 Recent uncertainties in the world’s energy 

market due to reduction of fossil fuel sources, global 

warming threats and increasing the price of fossil 

derivatives impose the need of harnessing the clean and 

renewable source of energy. In this context research in the 

field of wind energy is becoming particularly important 

hence the main reason of considering Savonius wind 

turbine is because of its high starting torque at low wind 

velocity. Many modifications have been made on 

conventional Savonius wind turbine rotor blades; even 

though there is a problem of negative torque exists. In the 

present work experimental conventional savonius wind 

turbine is considered as a reference to validate the result. 

the static torque and analyze the pressure and velocity 

distributions are studied. The modification is done on 

conventional savonius rotor by introducing splitter. 

Splitter savonius wind turbine which is helpful for proper 

pressure and velocity distribution in rotor, thereby 

increasing the 5% improvement in power coefficient as 

compared with conventional Savonius wind turbine. In 

order to reduce the negative torque three different 

stationary guide vanes are analyzed in terms of velocity 

and pressure distribution with different velocity 

conditions  and finally optimized  Curved stationary guide 

vane selected for the splitter savonius rotor and there is a 

15 % improvement of power coefficients (Cp) is achieved 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Because of more energy demand there are many 

researches are going on wind energy because it is 

renewable and eco friendly. Many developments are 

going on drag type device especially in Savonius wind 

turbines. In this work it is mainly concentrated on 

conventional savonius wind turbine of single stage two 

bladed Savonius rotors. A new concept of splitter 

arrangement is made in conventional savonius wind 

turbine in order to get proper air channelization and 

proper pressure distribution. In order to reduce the 
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negative torque the guide vanes are introduced as stator 

part in savonius turbine. [6] 

2.1 Conventional Savonius Wind Turbine (CSWT) 

The aspect ratio considered as 1 and the overlap ratio 

of 20% taken in order get better performance. The 

importance of giving overlap is to reduce the negative 

torque in lesser extent that developed in convex blade, the 

wind that hitting to concave blade that directly traverse 

into convex blade to impact to reduce the negative torque 

in it. 

 

3. COMPONENT OF SAVONIUS VERTICAL 

AXIS WIND TUBINE 

3.1 Rotor 
The rotor is only one of the main important components. 

For an effective utilization, all the components need to be 

properly designed and match with the rest of the 

component.  

3.2 Axle 
An axle is a central shaft for a rotating wheel or gear. On 

wheeled vehicles, the axle may be fixed to the wheels, 

rotating with them, or fixed to its surroundings, with the 

wheels rotating around the axle. The shaft itself rotates 

with the wheel, being either bolted or splined in fixed 

relation to it, and is called an "axle" or "axle shaft". 

3.3 Bearings 
Bearing is to reduce rotational friction and support        

radial and axial loads. Bearing is a machine element that 

constraints relative motion to only the desired motion, and 

reduce friction between moving parts. 

3.4 Metal sheets 
Metal sheets used for designing the blades. It is one of the 

fundamental forms used in metalworking, and can be cut 

and bent into a variety of different shapes. 

 3.5   PMDC Motor 
In electricity generation, an electric generator is a device 

that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy. The 

reverse conversion of electrical energy into mechanical 

energy is done by an electric motor, and motors and 

generators have many similarities. 

3.6 Shaft 

A shaft is a rotating machine element, usually circular in 

cross section, which is used to transmit power from one 

pan to another. The various members such as blade, 

pulleys and gears are mounted on it. 

 
Fig.1 Blade Shape 

 

4. WORKING OF SAVONIOUS VAWT 

A savonius vertical axis wind turbine has its axis 

perpendicular to the wind streamlines and vertical to the 

ground the savonius rotor operate lower tip speed ratios 

than lift-based. It consists of three-half-cylinder facing 

opposite direction in such a way as to have almost an S-

shaped cross section. These three-semi circular blades are 

mounted on a vertical axis perpendicular to the wind 

direction with a gap at the axis between the three blades. 

To make an shaped they overlap to leave a wide space 

between the tree inner edges is near the central axis of the 

opposite half cylinder as shown in figure.    

 In the High velocity wind and middle part of the 

terrace will Strikes wind turbine blades and make a 

rotation in it The wind turbine blade will rotate at 

clockwise direction even when the wind move in any of 

the side of the terrace .because the arrangement of the 

wind turbine blades are in that manner. The vertical axis 

savonius wind mill the wind blade turbine is attached with 

the permanent magnet DC motor. One is in is at the bottom 

of the wind turbine blades. when the turbine blade rotate 

the attached PMDC motor will generate electricity in both 

way Thus, the mechanical energy is converted into 

electrical energy by using PMDC Motor and this produced 

power is stored in the battery and is utilize  for street light, 

charging port for electric vehicle, traffic signals and many 

applications[2].  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

We done our literature survey on VAWT.  And it has 

tried to mentioned advantages, applications, limitations. 

And also it is understood that in the future most of our 

energy source will based on wind energy. We justify that 

how to VAWT works and produces electricity through 

block diagrams. Two blades has high-pressure difference, 

followed by four blades and three blades. In order to reach 

a valid conclusion on the relationship between the number 

of blades and the pressure difference. Also we studied the 

technical specifications of the wind turbine calculations 

and conclude that the efficiency is increases by increasing 

the inlet velocity. The Savonius wind turbine a class of 

vertical axis wind turbine can be viable option for small 

scale, low cost of grid energy conversion in certain cases 

of confined space and low wind speed region, where the 

other turbines cannot work efficiently. However the 

existing design of conventional Savonius wind turbine is 

yet a matter of research to make it more useful in 

situations. The designed turbine was able to withstand 

high speeds without failure. The rotational speed of the 

shaft is very high without the coupling to the generator. 

This speed reduces dramatically after attaching the shaft 

to the generator. Therefore, the shaft-generating assemble 

needs more attention to reduce the power loss that results 

from this coupling. This issue will be considered in the 

future work. 
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